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Applied Regression Ysis A Research
Lockdowns are an effective way of controlling the spread of COVID-19 in communities. Significant delays in lockdown cause a dramatic increase in the cumulative case counts. Thus, the timing of the ...

The impact of lockdown timing on COVID-19 transmission across US counties
Andrew Gelman, a statistics professor at Columbia, and Aki Vehtari, a computer science professor at Finland’s Aalto University, recently published a list of the most important statistical ideas in the ...

Top 10 Ideas in Statistics That Have Powered the AI Revolution
This volume is the story of the Cobb-Douglas regression from its introduction to its acceptance as general-purpose research tool ... it allowed attention to focus on what both theorists and applied ...

Progress through Regression
ii. Principles of Social Research: Workshop (three hours) x 2 LT (each comprised of two separate 1.5 hour sessions). iii. Revision sessions for summative method essay: Q&A session (two hours) x 1 LT ...

Methods of Research in Media & Communications (including Qualitative Analysis & Applied Regression Analysis)
Donini, Valerio Pedrotti, Luca Ferretti, Francesco and Corlatti, Luca 2021. Disentangling demographic effects of red deer on chamois population dynamics. Ecology and ...

Regression and Other Stories
Government’s controversial alcohol bans are strongly associated with a large drop in unnatural deaths. This is a finding by University of Cape Town (UCT) and Medical Research Council (MRC) researchers ...

Alcohol bans reduced deaths, study finds
A leading global business to business finance magazine, focused primarily on international finance and known for its extensive industry research and rankings.

Deconstructing High-Quality Equity Outperformance
Machine learning and signal processing methods offer significant benefits to the geosciences, but realizing this potential will require closer engagement among different research communities.

Realizing Machine Learning’s Promise in Geoscience Remote Sensing
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) allows us to visualize the position of individual atoms inside materials and calculate atomic displacements. However, its precision is limited by ...

Data science technique helps measure atomic positions more precisely
When the Sport Analytics Summer Academy students took the stage of Wilks Theatre, they walked on as data scientists prepared to present key metrics and new insights to several prominent athletic ...

Sport Analytics Summer Academy transforms Miami students into data scientists
In addition, no repeatable effective coverage for regression strategies for upgrades and updates is available, thus limiting software updates and continuous deployment. Functional safety ...

Validation of Autonomous Systems
James McCaffrey of Microsoft Research demonstrates applying ... a p value which is 1 over 1 plus the exp() applied to -z. The equation for p is called the logistic sigmoid function. When computing ...

Logistic Regression Using PyTorch with L-BFGS
1 Center for Cancer Immunology and Cutaneous Biology Research Center, Department of Dermatology ... we found that 81.8% of the transplanted nevi underwent spontaneous regression, while peripheral skin ...

Rejection of benign melanocytic nevi by nevus-resident CD4 + T cells
Use of limited number research credits ... linear and nonlinear regression models and linear and nonlinear classification models. A maximum of six credit hours of foundational skills courses at the ...

Data Science—MS
We compared Indigenous with non-Indigenous Canadian-born mothers and adjusted for geographic and sociodemographic factors and medical complications of pregnancy using multivariable logistic regression ...

Long-distance travel for birthing among Indigenous and non-Indigenous pregnant people in Canada
Drexel University’s PhD in Applied Cognitive and Brain ... course is required): PSY 811 (Multilevel Regression), PSY 865 (Data Mining), or another advanced course, with approval; Advanced ...
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